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Professor Chris Goodnow FAA FRS
Executive Director, Garvan Institute of Medical Research
The Bill and Patricia Ritchie Foundation Chair

Dear Friend,
I’m Professor Chris Goodnow, Executive Director of the Garvan Institute of
Medical Research in Sydney. I wanted to introduce myself and thank you
for your interest in understanding genomics.
Genomics is the study of genes and other information encoded in an
individual’s genome—the complete set of instructions in their DNA. Each
person has different DNA, unique just to you.
Every disease has a genetic component. Through genomics research, we
can further understand what our genetic information – and our gene or
genetic variations – mean for our health.
Garvan scientists use genomics research to understand more about
disease and determine how to best diagnose, treat and prevent it.
I hope you find this brochure informative and useful and consider joining
our family, pioneering the future of medical research.
Yours sincerely,
Chris

We see a future where an
individual’s DNA is used to better
predict, diagnose and treat disease.
It’s within reach.
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What is genomics?
Genomics is the study of your genome –
all the information encoded in your DNA.
Each of us has around 6 billion letters in our genome – half inherited
from each parent. People’s genomes are very similar, with around
3-5 million variants (single letter differences) between any two
unrelated people.
At Garvan, we’re looking for variants in our DNA that could mean
the difference between health and disease. To do that, we read an
individual’s DNA sequence – the order of the As, Cs, Gs and Ts along
our genome – and compare it to other sequences to identify the
points of variation.
Understanding more about variants, and how they influence our
bodies, will help us better understand the causes of diseases, and
help improve their diagnosis and treatment.
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A short history
of DNA research
Genomics research has come a long way,
and research in this area is accelerating.
1869 | First glimpse
DNA was first isolated by the Swiss scientist
Friedrich Miescher. Under the microscope, he looked
at white blood cells (from the pus he extracted from
old bandages) and discovered a microscopic
substance – DNA.

1953 | The double helix
James Watson (biologist) and Francis Crick (physicist)
discovered the shape of DNA and that it forms a double
helix (their discovery was partly based on data from
chemist and X-ray crystallographer, Rosalind Franklin.)
For this discovery, Watson and Crick (and Franklin’s
colleague Maurice Wilkins) shared the Nobel Prize in
Medicine in 1962.

2003 | The Human Genome Project
This ambitious project to ‘map’ all of the genes in the
human genome. It took 20 research organisations, 13
years and US $1 billion to complete; it was started in
1990 and was announced complete in 2003.

Now | Genomics is digital and
constantly evolving
Researchers can now map a human genome in just
a few days and for around one thousand US dollars
(or a few thousand AU dollars). At Garvan, we are using
genomics to understand the causes and drivers of
disease, to make a difference for health outcomes –
for now and for the future.
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Genomics:
information for a lifetime
A person’s genetic information generally stays the same over
time. So, the record that DNA sequencing provides can be
used by a person at any stage of life, and shared with children
and other family members.
In this section, we highlight some examples of how genomic
information is starting to be used in healthcare.
1. Carrier screening
Being a carrier of a genetic condition
means that a person has one copy of a
disease-causing variant in their DNA, but
they do not have the disease. If a carrier
has a child with someone who is also a
carrier of the same condition, then there
is a chance that their child will be born
with the disease.
Carrier screening is already available in
some communities for specific, severe
diseases. Our researchers are partnering
with those communities to trial new
genome-wide approaches to carrier
screening in young adults.

The Australian government has also
recently launched a research project to
conduct reproductive genetic carrier
screening for 10,000 couples.
These projects can offer testing for
hundreds of genetic conditions and
study the outcomes and impacts of
screening. The long- term goal is to
implement an ethical, cost-effective
screening program available to
everyone in Australasia.

How many people are carriers?

Cystic
fibrosis
1 in 25

Spinal
muscular
atrophy
1 in 40

Fragile X
syndrome
1 in 250
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2. Better screening for common illnesses
Cancer

High cholesterol

Each person has a risk of cancer that is
influenced by many factors interacting
– including their age, lifestyle, and
genes. Some people are at a higher risk
of developing cancer than the general
population because of a DNA variant –
or multiple DNA variants – that can be
inherited from one or both of their parents.

Inherited high cholesterol, known as
‘familial hypercholesterolaemia’ (FH), is one
of the most prevalent genetic conditions
worldwide, but is often undiagnosed or
inadequately treated. It is estimated that
1 in 250 people have high cholesterol that
has a genetic basis, but less than 10% of
people are diagnosed.

Genomic testing can help identify these
people so that they can take steps to
decrease the chance they will develop
the disease, or increase their health
checks to detect it early.

Research is showing that people with
FH need to be identified earlier through
better screening programs, as detecting
the condition early can lower the risk of
developing heart disease. Diet and lifestyle
changes are crucial for anyone with FH,
and medications such as statins can
also be effective.

For example, a woman with an increased risk
of breast cancer could have more frequent
mammograms that start at a younger
age. Someone with a risk of bowel cancer
might get yearly colonoscopies, and
make changes to their diet and lifestyle.
Genomic testing can also provide valuable
information for a person’s family members,
who then have an opportunity to manage
their own risk.

Genomic testing can
help identify people
who are found to
have an increased
risk of cancer.
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Another key benefit of screening is to
provide information to family members –
if younger relatives know they have
inherited high cholesterol, they can start
making lifestyle changes earlier.

3. Pharmacogenomics
A person’s genome can also affect how
they process certain medications – it’s
one of the reasons why the effectiveness
and side effects of medications can vary
from person to person.
Doctors and pharmacists are beginning
to use genetic information to decide
which medication to prescribe their
patients, and at what dose. This is known
as pharmacogenomics. For example,
warfarin is one of the most commonly
prescribed medications in Australia, with
over 2 million prescriptions written each
year. It prevents blood clots forming, but
has a narrow range of doses where it
is effective – and this range is different
for every person. Doctors usually start
patients on a low dose and increase it
slowly until a stable dose is reached.

In clinical trials, individuals taking warfarin
have undergone pharmacogenomics
testing with doctors inputting information
from two genes – CYP2C9 and VKORC1
– into a dosing calculator, to guide the
starting amount. Test results can lessen
the trial and error to get to the right dose
for each person, and could even suggest
using a different medication.
International guidelines for using DNA
information to inform drug selection and
dosage decisions have been developed for
more than 50 different medications.

A person’s genome
can also affect
how they process
certain medications
– this is known as
pharmacogenomics.
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4. Better diagnosis for inherited conditions
Inherited conditions are conditions that are
passed on through genes. Some examples
of inherited conditions are heart conditions
such as cardiomyopathies, where the
heart muscle becomes either too thin
or too thick, and arrhythmias, which are
problems with the way the heart beats.
Genes control every aspect of the
cardiovascular system, including the
muscle contractions needed for the heart
to beat, the strength of your blood vessels,
and the structure of the chambers of
the heart.
If a gene involved in one of these
processes contains a variant, it can
interfere with the heart’s normal activity
and cause a heart condition. Genomic
testing can be used to identify variants
that might place someone at high
risk of developing an inherited heart
condition in the future.

Testing is not just
important for the
individual, but also for
their family. There are
ways inwhich the risk
can be managed.
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Testing is not just important for the
individual, but also for their family. If a
person is found to have a genetic variant,
then doctors can look for that variant
in relatives to determine their risk of
developing the same condition.
For people that are at increased risk of
an inherited heart condition, there are
ways that risk can be managed. This can
range from check-ups with a cardiologist
or simple lifestyle changes, through to
medication or a pacemaker.

Conversations
about genomics
Genomic tests are expected to become an important component
of health care.
There are many tests already available
to individuals and consumers – both in
and out of the clinic. However, the area
is changing fast and it can be difficult to
work out what is most relevant for you.
If you do talk with your doctor about
testing, here are some things you might
consider or include in a conversation
about genomics in health:

• Disease risk can be complicated
Genomic tests can assess your risk of
developing certain conditions based on
your genes, but there are often other
factors to consider.

• Thinking about wider implications
Genomic test results can affect a
person’s view of themselves. They can
also have an impact on their family and
• Informed decisions about testing
affect other things like life or employment
There can be a lot of options for clinicians
insurance. Your DNA information is
and consumers – it can be useful to talk
personal, so looking at the terms and
to your healthcare professional about
conditions of a test and understanding
what a test can and can’t tell you.
how it could be used or shared can also
be important.
• DNA in context
Genetic information is best considered
• Finding information and support
in the context of other factors such as
Test providers and health professionals
your family history, lifestyle choices,
– including genetic health professionals
and overall health.
like genetic counsellors – can also
help to answer questions that you may
have. There are an increasing number
of educational resources available for
people interested in DNA, genomics
research and genomic testing.

Your DNA
information is
personal, so looking
at the terms and
conditions of a test is
important.
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How does genome
sequencing work?
1. Extract
Our genome is encoded within our
DNA. We can extract DNA from a
blood or tissue sample.
2. Sequencing
A genome sequencing machine reads
the 6 billion genetic letters in our
cells. It assembles the results into a
sequence of A, C, G or T as they are
ordered in our DNA.

C A A G A T G A T G A A C T C3.A
AGAT
Reference genome comparison
G A A C T C A A G A T G A T G The
G AdataAgathered
C T from sequencing
is compared to a ‘reference genome,’
T G A T G G A A C T C A A G Awhich
T Ghelps
A Tto find variations. These
make us different, but can
C T C A A G A T G A T G G A A variations
CTCA
A
also be a cause of disease.
TG GAACTCAAGATGATG GA
ariant
A G A T G A T G G A A C T C 4.AV A
G analysis
AT
The information produced by the
G A A C T C A AGT AGA T G G sequencing
A A C Tmachine
C can then
G A T G G A A C T C A A G A TbeGanalysed.
ATG
CAAGATGATGAACTCAAGAT
5. Genetic diagnosis and medicine
A C T C A A G A T G A T G G ABased
A ConTtheCdifferences observed,
researchers can better understand
GATGGAACTCAAGATG
A Tcauses,
G identify genetic
disease
and develop tests
C A A G A T G A T G G A A C Trisk
Cfactors,
AAG
and treatments.
G GAACTCAAGATGATG GAA
GAACTCAAGATGATGAACTCAAGAT
GATG GAACTCAAGATGATG GAACT
CAAGATGATG GAACTCAAGATGATG
GAACTCAAGATGATG GAACTCAAGA
TGATG GAACTCAAGATGATG GAAC
TCAAGATGATG GAACTCAAGATGAT
G GAACTCAAGATGATG GAACTCAA
GATGATG GAACTCAAGATGATG GA
ACTCAAGATGATGAACTCAAGATGA
TGAACTCAAGATGATG GAACTCAAG
ATGATGGAACTCAAGATGATG GAAC
TCAAGATGATG GAACTCAAGATGAT
G GAACTCAAGATGATG GAACTCAA
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Can I have my
genome sequenced?
The Garvan Institute does not provide personal genetic
testing. Genome analysis at Garvan takes place only as part
of a research program or clinical trial.
However, the NSW Government Centre for Genetics
Education provides a list of the public genetic testing
services throughout Australia. Private or online services can
be found through a web search or your doctor can refer you
to one of these and they may be able to help you.
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Genomics research
at Garvan
Every researcher at Garvan works with DNA in one way or another,
with several parts of the Institute specialising in genomic research.
Our researchers can analyse thousands
of human genomes a year, as part of
research programs and clinical trials.
Garvan was one of the first centres
in the world to acquire state-of-theart DNA sequencing machines and
high-performance computer tools to
analyse the genomic data, for patterns,
differences or variations for clinical use
and population scale research. These
DNA variants can affect our health and
understanding more about them, and
how they affect different parts of our
DNA, at different times, in different cells,
will help us better understand the causes
of diseases, and help improve their
diagnosis and treatment.

Our researchers
can analyse
thousands of
humans genomes
a year.
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Most diseases have a genetic
component — from rare, genetic
disorders to complex diseases such
as cancer, diabetes and autoimmunity.
That’s why we study the underlying
genetic causes and drivers of these
diseases.
Garvan has research collaborations
focused on conditions as diverse as
neurological and movement disorders
like Parkinson’s, cardiac disease,
kidney disease, immune diseases and
intellectual disability. Clinical trials of
targeted treatments for cancer – based
on the tumour’s genomic profile – are
also underway.

Hope Research
Hope Research is a revolutionary
approach to tackle not one, but more
than 40 autoimmune diseases.
Researchers at Garvan and the
Weizmann Institute of Science in Israel
have uncovered evidence that there
is a common cause of autoimmune
diseases, a cell in the immune system
that has gone ‘rogue’.
To keep up with invading viruses and
bacteria, which rapidly mutate to evade
detection and destruction, the cells of
our immune system must change just as
quickly. ‘Bad mutations’ are an inevitable
result of the rapid changes; with these
cells more likely to multiply and form a
rogue clone in response to the body’s
own tissues.

Using cutting-edge single cell
sequencing technology in the
Garvan‑Weizmann Centre for Cellular
Genomics, researchers will identify the
rogue clones in a range of seemingly
unrelated autoimmune diseases,
including Multiple Sclerosis, CREST, type
1 diabetes, Sjögren’s syndrome, inclusion
body myositis, Crohn’s disease, psoriatic
arthritis and rheumatoid arthritis.
Find out more at
garvan.org.au/hope-research
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Australian Genomic Cancer Medicine Program
Australian Genomic Cancer Medicine
Program features an innovative suite
of clinical trials, matching therapies
with individuals on the basis of genetic
information, could one day hold the key
to rare and uncommon cancers and give
hope to patients who have exhausted
other treatment options.
The program, which is nationally
available, encompasses:
• Molecular Screening and Therapeutics
(MoST) clinical trial: matching patients
to therapies based on their DNA;

Professor David Thomas, Director of
The Kinghorn Cancer Centre a joint facility
between Garvan and St Vincent’s Hospital,
said, “The program is changing how we
treat rare cancers. Clinical trials are the
essential foundation for the provision of
new drugs. Yet, in the past, rare cancer
patients haven’t been able to benefit from
clinical trials.”
Find out more at
garvan.org.au/genomic-medicine

• Surveillance in the Multi-Organ Cancer
prone syndromes (SMOC+) study: a risk
management program for families with
an inherited high risk of cancer;
• Genetic Cancer Risk Study (RisC): to
understand heritable cancer risk.

“The program is changing how we
treat rare cancers. Clinical trials
are the essential foundation for
the provision of new drugs”
– Professor David Thomas

Professor David Thomas
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Clinical Immunogenomics Research Consortium Australasia
Clinical Immunogenomics Research
Consortium Australasia (CIRCA) is a
national, Garvan-led collaboration of
medical and scientific professionals
that investigate the genetic causes of
rare immune diseases.
CIRCA’s mission is to understand the
genetic causes of immunological
diseases in an individual patients, and
to use these findings to help improve
outcomes for the patient, their families
and other individuals with similar
immune diseases.

To date, CIRCA has transformed the lives
of many patients through diagnosis or
treatment options. The program, which
is now international, has reduced the
average length of time in hospital for its
participants from 68 days to less than
five days.
Find out more at
garvan.org.au/circa

Some 80% of rare diseases are genetic.
The onset of a rare disease can start as
early as childhood all the way through
to adulthood. Diagnosis is often delayed
because the number of people with any
one rare disease is so small, physicians
and patients often do not have access to
the most current information, diagnostic
criteria, and other diagnostic resources.

CIRCA has
transformed the lives
of many patients
through diagnosis or
treatment options.

Karla (front, pictured with her mother
Barbara, Prof Chris Goodnow (L) and
Dr Owen Siggs (R)) received a genetic
diagnosis and treatment for a severe
autoimmune condition through the
CIRCA program.
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Australian Parkinson’s Mission
Australian Parkinson’s Mission (APM) is
an innovative integration of four central
elements – genomic sequencing and
analysis, biomarker validation, multiple
clinical trials and induced pluripotent
stem (iPS) cells.
Over five years up to 1,000 people living
with Parkinson’s from across Australia
will participate in the APM with the aim to
deliver improved diagnosis, personalised
treatment and finding an underlying
cause of this debilitating disease.
The APM is an Australian-led
international collaboration between the
Garvan Institute of Medical Research,
Shake It Up Australia Foundation, the
University of Sydney, the Cure Parkinson’s
Trust (UK), Michael J Fox Foundation
(USA) and Parkinson’s Australia.

Over 10 million people globally and
100,000 people in Australia are living
with Parkinson’s. There is an urgent need
for research discoveries that lead to
treatments to slow or stop the inevitable
disease progression of Parkinson’s. For
90% of people there is no known cause of
Parkinson’s but exciting preliminary data
from APM’s collaborating scientists at
Harvard suggests that genetic changes
play a significant contribution towards
Parkinson’s.
Find out more at
theapm.org.au

Associate Professor Antony Cooper
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PREDICT
PREDICT is a clinical trial studying
people with ‘prediabetes’ – healthy
people who are non-diabetic by
standard blood sugar tests, but carry
genes linked to diabetes.
Being able to predict who is likely to
develop type 2 diabetes could be a big
step forward in early prevention and help
reduce the prevalence of this disease.
This study will recruit 300 men
and women with prediabetes, aged
between 20 and 70. Their baseline
body fat, liver fat and fibrosis, insulin
sensitivity in muscle and liver, blood
composition, physical activity, sleep
patterns and diet will be measured,
and their genome and the genome
of their microbiota sequenced.

Participants in PREDICT will then
be randomly assigned one of three
treatments: a non-personalised low-fat,
low sugar diet; a common sugar-lowering
medication typically prescribed to
patients with type 2 diabetes (metformin)
and a non-personalised diet (as above);
or metformin and a personalised diet
based on the gut microbiome and
blood parameters.
The study will inform the development
of an algorithm that could be used to
predict how individuals with prediabetes
respond to metformin and diet
interventions.
Find out more at
garvan.org.au/predict

The study will
inform how
individuals with
prediabetes respond
to metformin and
diet interventions.

Dr Dorit Samocha-Bonet
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Genomics
research centres
The Kinghorn Centre for Clinical
Genomics
The Kinghorn Centre for Clinical
Genomics (KCCG) is a research centre
focused on accelerating and translating
genomic discoveries to benefit patients.
Opened in 2012, its focus is on
translational genome informatics,
genomic technologies, informatics,
computational biology and clinical
translation and education. KCCG works
with Garvan researchers, state and
national genomics alliances, and research
organisations worldwide to enable
valuable genomic research.
The KCCG sequencing laboratory is an
accredited genomic sequencing service
provider. It houses state-of-the-art
sequencing machines for high throughput
DNA sequencing for research purposes
and clinical research services.

Garvan-Weizmann Centre
for Cellular Genomics
The Garvan-Weizmann Centre for Cellular
Genomics is a research centre and
service provider that uses and develops
world-leading technology to address
critical medical and biology research
questions.
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Cellular genomics is an advance on
genome sequencing technology which
allows researchers to study the genomic
output (transcriptomics) of individual,
single cells (of which there are 30 trillion
in the body), which is transforming
biological and medical research.
Through the Garvan-Weizmann Centre
for Cellular Genomics , researchers
are beginning to understand health
and disease, including cancer, immune
diseases and metabolic disorders, at an
unprecedented resolution.

Centre for Population Genomics
The Centre for Population Genomics
is a collaboration between the Garvan
Institute and the Murdoch Children’s
Research Institute in Melbourne.
Population genomics involves the
generation and analysis of massive-scale
data sets of human genetic variation,
combined with information on health and
clinical outcomes.
Launched in 2020, the Centre will solve
the critical scientific, regulatory, and
technical problems currently limiting the
development of genomic medicine in
Australia. The Centre will build the tools
and resources required for equitable
population-scale genomic medicine. A
genuinely inclusive foundation for the
future of genome-informed medicine
will be established by inviting the diverse
populations of Australia to be part of
this initiative.

We see a future
where prevention
is the cure.
It’s within reach.
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Useful Terms
B
Base – One of the four ‘genetic letters’ or
chemical components of DNA that form
the cross links (or rungs) of the DNA double
helix: adenine (A), thymine (T), guanine (G)
and cytosine (C).

D
DNA (Deoxyribonucleic acid) – The
molecule that contains a person’s unique
genetic instructions, encoded within the
sequence of DNA bases or nucleotides.
Genes are sections of DNA.

Bioinformatician – A scientist who
applies computer science to areas of
biology. Bioinformaticians are involved in
the analysis of biological data – such as
genetic data.

DNA sequencing – The process of
identifying the order of nucleotides (bases)
in a section of DNA.

C
Cell – The building blocks of our bodies.
They provide structure, take in nutrients
from food, and perform all of our bodies’
important functions. Each of the body’s
trillions of cells contains a copy of a
person’s unique genetic code.
Chromosome – A structure found in most
living cells that carries genetic material.
In people, chromosomes are thread-like
structures of DNA wound around proteins
called histones. All of our cells – apart
from sperm and egg cells – have 46
chromosomes in each cell.

E
Epigenetics – The study of the
biological processes that modify or mark
DNA (such as methylation) in a way that
changes gene activity in different cells, and
tells cells what to do, where to do it, and
when to do it.
G
Gene – A section of DNA that is the basis
of inheritance. Each gene contains the code
for a particular molecule, usually a protein
(that the body needs to function properly).
Genetic counsellor – A health professional
who has specialised training in genetics
and counselling, and provides individuals
and families with information about genetic
testing, genetic conditions and risk.

Genomic information
is the basis of true
personalised
healthcare or
precision medicine.
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Genetics – The field of biology concerned
with genes, genetic variation, and heredity
in living things.
Geneticist – A scientist or clinician whose
speciality is the study of genes.
Genome – The entirety of a person’s
genetic material including all their genes
(approximately 20,000) and the genetic
material between genes. More than 6 billion
bases or DNA letters.
Genomic sequencing – The process
of determining and analysing the DNA
sequence of all or part of a person’s
genome.
Genomics – The study of the genomes
of individuals — part of the wider field of
genetics.
Genotype – A person’s unique genetic
makeup. Can also refer to genes or
sections of genes that relate to a particular
characteristic.
Germline – Any cells in an individual that
can pass genetic material on to offspring.
In humans, this includes the sperm and
egg cells.

P
Pharmacogenomics – A branch of
genomics that looks at how people are
likely to respond to medicines based on
their genetic makeup. Commonly used
interchangeably with pharmacogenetics.
Phenotype – Observable (or measurable)
characteristics, such as height or blood
type. A person’s phenotype results from the
interaction of genes and the environment.
Personalised or precision medicine – The
tailoring of medical decisions to individual
patients based on advanced knowledge of
genetic, environmental, and lifestyle factors.
Protein – A large molecule made up of one
or more chains of amino acids. Proteins
have a variety of roles in the body to help it
to function properly.
R
RNA (Ribonucleic acid) – A molecule
that contains a person’s active genetic
instructions, consisting of individual
nucleotides much like DNA, however RNA
consists of only a single strand. Whenever
the cell makes a protein from a gene, the
cell first makes a RNA ‘copy’ of that gene,
which is then ‘translated’ by enzymes into a
sequence of amino acids, to form a protein.
V
Variant – A change in the DNA sequence.
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The Garvan Institute of Medical Research
aims to harness all the information encoded
in our genome to understand biology and
predict, prevent and treat disease. This is the
path to achieving our vision: a future where
everyone lives longer, healthier lives.

Garvan Institute of Medical Research
384 Victoria Street
Darlinghurst NSW 2110
Call: (02) 9295 8110
Visit: garvan.org.au
Garvan Research Foundation is the marketing
and fundraising arm of the Garvan Institute

ABN 62 330 391 937
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